Slide Projector

Step 1: Unpack the slide projector, slide tray, lens, and slide remote from the case.

Power cord, which is attached to underside of projector.
Step 2: Remove O-Ring from the middle of the slide tray by rotating it counter clockwise. Then, load slides in slide tray, starting with the first slide into position one, second slide into position two, and so on. Make sure to load slides into tray backwards and upside down so they will display properly.

Step 3: Load tray onto slide projector by lining up position 0 with the arrow on the projector and pushing the tray down into place.
Step 4: Install lens by pushing up on the focus button (pic 1) on the projector while pushing the lens into the slot, making sure to line up the focus gear with the grooves on the lens (pic 2).
Step 5: Plug slide remote into slide projector.

Step 6: Move slide projector control all the way to the right to start viewing slides.